Model/Content Release Form
I, __________________________ (your full legal name) release Retrospective
Magazine T/A Red Hot Blue Design Concepts (Pty) Ltd my complete permission to
publish, use, re- use any photographic photos submitted in any of its publications
without restriction whatsoever, including their website magazine, Internet postings, and
any other lawful purposes without time restriction.
I waive any right to inspect or approve the use of the pictures that include me or any
matter associated with the use of the pictures. Note that the only editing Retrospective
Magazine will do is to crop and scale the photos to fit our magazine layout.
I agree to hold harmless the photographer, ___________________________(name of
photographer), his/hers business and legal representatives from any liability that may
occur by use of the pictures, including any claims whatsoever for libel and invasion of
privacy. Retrospective magazine is only seeking usage rights. Full copyright ownership
will remain with original copyright owner.
I warrant that I am of full age (over 18 Years) and have the right to contract in my own
name.
I agree that all my statements are true. I understand that submission of photos is not a
guarantee of publication. Photos will be used as they are deemed fit based on timing,
deadlines, and specific issue themes. I agree to notify verbally or in written form all
involved parties of the submitted content for publication.
I agree to notify Retrospective Magazine if any of the photos have previously been
published in any other magazines, and that I have the right to give publication rights to
Retrospective Magazine. I agree to remove any of the submitted pictures from social
media if requested to by Retrospective Magazine.
I have read this release before signing below, and I fully understand the contents,
meaning and impact of this release. I understand that I am free to address any specific
questions regarding this release in writing prior to signing, and I agree that my failure to
do so will be interpreted as a free and knowledgeable acceptance of the terms of this
model release.
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Legal name of Model:
Legal name of photographer:
Stage Name of Model to be published:
Photographer name to be published:
Model Social Media Links/web site:
Make Up Credit (if any):
Hair credit (if any):
Wardrobe credit (if any):
Other credits:
Model Signature:
Date:
After signing, please copy and paste the above into an email and return to
Retrospective Magazine at retrospective@redhotblue.co.za together with your short
bio and photo submission link (Drop box or we transfer).
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